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ABSTRACT The transduction of light by retinal rods and cones is effected by homologous G-protein cascades whose rates of
activation and deactivation determine the sensitivity and temporal resolution of photoreceptor signaling. In mouse rods, the rate-
limiting step of deactivation is hydrolysis of GTP by the G-protein-effector complex, catalyzed by the RGS9 complex. Here, we
incorporate a ‘‘Michaelis module’’ describing the RGS9 reaction into the conventional scheme for phototransduction and show
that this augmented scheme can account precisely for the dominant recovery rate of intact rods in which RGS9 expression varies
over a 20-fold range. Furthermore, by screening the parameter space of the scheme with maximum-likelihood methodology, we
tested speciﬁc hypotheses about the rate constant for rhodopsin deactivation, and about the forward, reverse, and catalytic
constants for RGS9-mediated G-protein deactivation. These tests reliably exclude lifetimes >~50 ms for rhodopsin, and reveal
that the dominant time constant of rod photoresponse recovery is 1/(Vmax/Km) for the RGS9 reaction, with kcat/Kmz 0.04 mm
2 s1
and kcat > 35 s
1 (or Km > 840 mm
2). All together, the new kinetic scheme and analysis explain how and why RGS9 concen-
tration matters in rod phototransduction, and they provide a framework for understanding the molecular mechanisms that rate-
limit deactivation in other G-protein systems.INTRODUCTION
Vertebrate rod photoreceptors have long served as a model
system for extracting quantitative information about the
kinetics of membrane-delimited G-protein coupled receptor
(GPCR) signaling (1–5). The outer segment of the rod is
densely packed with protein-laden membranous discs on
which membrane-delimited G-protein signaling occurs.
Photon absorption by the GPCR rhodopsin drives a confor-
mational change to its active state, R* (metarhodopsin II (6),
capable of activating the heterotrimeric G-protein, transducin
(Gt), by catalyzing GDP-GTP exchange on the a-subunit at
a rate of several hundred/s (reviewed in Arshavsky et al. (4)).
The GTP-bound, activated form of the transducin a-subunit
(Gta* ¼ Gta-GTP) binds and relieves the inhibition of the
g-subunit of the membrane-anchored phosphodiesterase
(PDE6), creating a catalytically active effector complex
(Gta*-E*) with a greatly increased rate of hydrolysis of
cyclic GMP (7). The resulting decrease in cGMP concentra-
tion rapidly leads to closure of cGMP-gated cation channels
in the plasma membrane (8,9), producing a decrease in
inward current.
Light-induced changes in membrane current can be
recorded from intact rods and analyzed to reveal the underlying
changes in cGMP concentration, and of Gta*-E* activity as a
function of time. One well-established example is the domi-
nant time constant of the recovery of the photoresponse,
which reflects the slowest, or rate-limiting step in cascade
deactivation (10,11). For light intensities spanning much
of the mammalian rod’s physiological range (1–3000 photo-
isomerizations), this step has recently been identified as
Gta*-E* deactivation (1), namely GTP hydrolysis catalyzed
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comprising RGS9-1 (12), Gb5-L (13), and R9AP (14). Over-
expression of this multimolecular complex (hereafter, simply
‘‘RGS9’’) dramatically decreases the dominant time constant
of photoresponse recovery (1). At first glance, the depen-
dence of the rate-limiting step of recovery on RGS9 concen-
tration may seem surprising, since the GTP hydrolysis that
terminates the activity is intrinsic to the Gta*-E* complex.
The presumptive explanation is that the rate of formation
of the complex of Gta*-E* with RGS9 is much slower
than the rate of the subsequent RGS9-catalyzed GTP hydro-
lysis.
But how much slower? What value of the bimolecular rate
constant of RGS9 binding to Gta*-E* is consistent with the
observed concentration dependence of shutoff? Is it necessary
for the binding to be tight, so that the RGS9- (Gta*-E*)
complex has a low dissociation rate relative to the catalyzed
GTP hydrolysis rate? Does the rate of GTP hydrolysis itself
become limiting for recovery when RGS9 expression is suffi-
ciently high, or is the deactivation of R* then rate-limiting? To
answer these and related questions, we have developed what
we believe is a novel theoretical scheme for the membrane-
associated reactions of phototransduction that incorporates
a ‘‘Michaelis module’’ for RGS9-catalyzed GTP hydrolysis
of the Gta*-E* complex (Fig. 1). Using one set of kinetic
parameters, we have described data from rods of transgenic
mice in which the concentration of a fundamental regulatory
protein (RGS9) varied over a 20-fold range, evaluated the
goodness of fit of the model to the data over the entire space
of parameters, and tested specific hypotheses about the
parameter values. In so doing, we have helped to explain
how RGS9 concentration matters in the deactivation of photo-
transduction.
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.06.037
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Analysis of saturating ﬂash responses
of mouse rods
It has long been recognized that the recovery of the rod photoresponse is
dominated by a single first-order deactivation process (10,15), the time
constant (tD) of which can be easily obtained through analysis of saturating
flash responses (10). The saturating flash responses from 88 individual rods
of four mouse lines with different RGS9 expression levels investigated by
Krispel et al. (1) were reanalyzed to determine the population average Tsat
values (Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). Flash strengths are specified
in photoisomerizations/rod (F).
Theoretical predictions and statistical analysis
The activation reactions of phototransduction have been analyzed in detail in
biophysical terms (3,16). Here, we assume a widely accepted conclusion of
the latter investigations (Fig. 1 A), namely, that during its active lifetime
(tR ¼ 1/kR), a photoisomerized rhodopsin molecule, R*, generates active
transducin a-subunits (Gta*) at a steady rate, nRG, and that Gta*s in turn stoi-
chiometrically and with negligible delay activate phosphodiesterase (PDE6)
catalytic subunits in a complex, Gta*-E*, and at a rate, nRE, close to nRG (17).
(Hereafter, since PDE is only active when Gta* is bound to it, we refer to the
complex Gta*-E* simply as E* when there is no loss of clarity.)
With the assumptions just stated, the rate equations governing the kinetic
scheme of the Michaelis module of Fig. 1 B were incorporated into the
general scheme for the disc-associated reactions and solved analytically with
the Laplace transform method (see Section 1.2 in the Supporting Material,
and Eq. S1–Eq. S6). The solutions were encoded in a MATLAB (The Math-
works, Natick, MA) script, with the values of the parameters of the model
(Table S1) made specifiable via a graphical user interface or by a MATLAB
simplex search routine (‘‘fminsearch’’). Tsat predictions were compared with
the data using several graphical and two numerical metrics, with special
emphasis on the maximum-likelihood (ML) method (see Section 1.6 in the
Supporting Material). To implement the ML method, a density function
(Eq. S17) was formulated that specifies the likelihood, L, that any specific
set of parameter values in the five-dimensional ‘‘global’’ space
U ¼ {~q } ¼ ½kR; kf ; kb; kcat;E  ðTsatÞ gf can account for the empirical Tsat
versus loge(F) data: the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) are those
specific values of the parameters that maximize L. It bears emphasis that there
is no a priori guarantee that MLEs are unique (see Section 1.6 in the Support-
ing Material).
A
B
FIGURE 1 (A) Conventional schematic of the disc-associated reactions of
the rod phototransduction cascade. (B) Formulation of a ‘‘Michaelis
module’’ for the interaction of the RGS9 complex with the activated effector
complex, Gta*-E*. In the kinetic scheme developed, the Michaelis module
(gray box) was substituted for the gray box in A.Likelihood ratio tests of hypotheses about
the parameters
An important goal of the investigation was to determine what parameter
values are incompatible with the results, rather than simply estimating the
parameters that produce ‘‘best fitting’’ theoretical curves. The likelihood
ratio theorem provides a rigorous method for testing hypotheses about the
parameters (see Section 1.6 in the Supporting Material). In essence, this
theorem states that in the framework of a parametric model, if a null hypoth-
esis can be formulated as a restriction of the overall parameter space, U, to a
‘‘subspace’’ (manifold), u, of lower dimension, then, when the null hypoth-
esis is true, the log likelihood ratio statistic 2loge½bLðuÞ=bLðUÞ will be
distributed as a c2 distribution with degrees of freedom (df) ¼ dim(U) –
dim(u). In this expression, bLðuÞ represents the maximum likelihood of
the data (a statistic) in the restricted parameter subspace u, whereas bLðUÞ
is the maximum likelihood in the full parameter space U. Here, we consider
hypotheses that restrict one of the parameters to specific value, and so
dim(U) ¼ 5, dim(u) ¼ 4, and df ¼ 1.
RGS9 expression levels
In addition to the six parameters of the theoretical model, the concentrations of
RGS9 in the rods of the four lines of mice also had to be considered to be
known with limited precision, as the estimates of the RGS9 levels from quan-
titative Western analysis showed a nonnegligible variation (see Fig. 3 F of
Krispel et al. (1)). In the initial phase of the analysis, we thus held the
wild-type RGS9 expression level fixed (in membrane density units) at
100 mm2, corresponding roughly to the ratio of 1:269 with rhodopsin (18),
and allowed the other three RGS9 levels to be ‘‘free but constrained’’ param-
eters so that the search analysis was allowed to vary the levels within the
empirical 95% confidence intervals for the means of the experimental Western
determinations. This approach gave rise to MLEs for the RGS9 expression
levels of the four lines of 34, 100, 236, and 360 mm2, assuming a membrane
density for rhodopsin of 25,000mm2. The RGS9 expression levels were held
fixed at these values in all subsequent parameter estimations, goodness of fit
calculations, and hypothesis testing. An evaluation of this approach to the
variation in the Western data is provided in the Results section.
RESULTS
A Michaelis scheme can account for the RGS9
dependence of rod recovery
Saturating responses of rods from the four RGS9 expression
lines were analyzed to determine the average time in satura-
tion (Tsat) produced by each flash strength (Fig. S1). Plotting
these Tsat values as a function of the number of photoisomeri-
zations/flash (F) on the same semilog plot (Fig. 2 A, symbols)
revealed two distinctive features of the data: 1), the slope of
the linear relation between Tsat and loge(F) decreases with
increasing RGS9 expression; and 2) the magnitude of Tsat
likewise declines with increasing RGS9 expression. The crit-
ical initial question is, ‘‘Can a kinetic scheme incorporating
the RGS9 concentration account quantitatively for both of
these features of the experimental data?’’
To address this question, the rate equations describing the
kinetic scheme of Fig. 1 (Eq. S1–Eq. S6) were solved itera-
tively under the control of a simplex search routine to deter-
mine the maximum-likelihood estimates (MLEs) of
the parameters (Table 1). The values of Tsat generated by
the model with MLE parameters are connected by theBiophysical Journal 97(6) 1538–1547
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FIGURE 2 Analysis of time in saturation (Tsat) as a function of flash
strength for rods with a 20-fold range of RGS9 expression. (A) Average
Tsat data for each of the four lines of mice. The approximate RGS9 expres-
sion level, relative to that in WT (1X), is given to the right of the data. The
straight lines were generated with the model, with the global maximum like-
lihood parameter estimates (Table 1, set 1). Error bars are mean5 1 SE. (B)
Deviations of the Tsat data of A from the theoretical predictions: the error bars
are identical to those in A, but the vertical scales have been expanded for
each level of RGS9 expression to be roughly inversely proportional to the
range of the data. Dashed lines identify the zero-deviation level.Biophysical Journal 97(6) 1538–1547straight lines drawn through the experimental data (Fig. 2 A.)
The deviations of the theory from the experimental data
points are shown for each expression line in Fig. 2 B and
reveal no systematic error. Clearly, the model can account
well for both the RGS9 dependence of the slopes, and the
absolute vertical positions of the data for the different
RGS9 expression levels. Moreover, the slopes of the theoret-
ical lines are indistinguishable from the empirical slopes—
the dominant recovery time constants (tD)—reported by
Krispel et al. (1).
Assessment of goodness of ﬁt
Although the theoretical predictions generated by the model
with MLE parameters provide a good account of the Tsat
data, it is nonetheless important to provide a quantitative
assessment of the goodness of fit, not just for the global
MLE parameters but for other candidates. Such assessment
provides a means to ascertain whether the MLE parameters
are unique, or whether some other parameter values yield
equally good descriptions of the data, and likewise to state
which parameter values are reliably excluded. One familiar
measure of goodness of fit is the root mean-square error
(RMSE). However, because Tsat data obtained from rods ex-
pressing different levels of RGS9 have different-magnitude
standard deviations, a more appropriate measure is the root
mean square of normalized error (RMSNE), i.e., deviations
of the data from the theory predictions divided by the
within-group standard deviation (Eq. S21). For the theoretical
predictions of Fig. 2, RMSNE ¼ 1.0033, whereas the
RMSNE of the observations from their empirical mean values
is 1.0. Thus, for the model with MLE parameters, the RMS
deviation from predictions is only 0.3% greater than it would
be for a perfect fit, given the variation inherent in the data.
The second nongraphical measure of goodness of fit
employed was the maximum likelihood statistic (Eq. S17),
expressed as the negative logarithm, loge(L). As can be
expected from formal analysis (Fig. S4), loge(L) and
loge[RMSNE] are very closely correlated when the data
are well described by the theory. However, loge(L) is pref-
erable as a metric of goodness of fit because of the applica-
bility of Wilks’s likelihood ratio theorem (see Section S1.6
in the Supporting Material), which provides a means of
testing hypotheses about specific parameters of the model,
as we now apply to the important issue of the lifetime of R*.
Rhodopsin (R*) lifetime must be <60 ms
For rods overexpressing RGS9, Krispel et al. (1) found that
the dominant recovery time constant approached an apparent
minimum of ~80 ms, and hypothesized that 80 ms might be
the lifetime of R* activity. To test this hypothesis, we deter-
mined the MLEs of the model with kR fixed at 1/(0.08 s) ¼
12.5 s1. The fit to the data of theoretical curves generated by
the model with these parameters is qualitatively poorer
(Fig. 3) than that obtained when the simplex search varied
RGS9 in Rod Phototransduction 1541TABLE 1 Maximum-likelihood estimates of model pand likelihood values
Set kR (s
1) kf (mm
2 s1) kb (s
1) kcat (s
1) E*(Tsat) kcat/Km(mm
2 s1) logbL c2 p Comment/figure
1 33.1 0.051 13.8 52.8 629 0.041 187.0 0.0 NA Equiv. global MLEs (Fig. 4, inverted triangle)
2 29.0 0.050 15.1 58.5 770 0.040 186.9 0.1 NA Equiv. global MLEs (Figs. 4 and 5, inverted
triangle)
3 20.0 0.045 12.6 130.1 1081 0.041 186.0 1.86 NS H0: kR ¼ 20 s1 (Fig. 4, square)
4 12.5 0.043 13.8 154.4 2282 0.040 174.1 25.8 <0.0001 H0: kR ¼ 12.5 s1 (Fig. 4, triangle)
5 66.2 0.038 0.00 12.5 512 0.038 171.1 31.9 <0.0001 H0: kcat ¼ 12.5 s1
6 38.8 0.053 7.90 25.0 651 0.040 182.2 9.6 <0.01 H0: kcat ¼ 25 s1
7 21.5 0.038 0.94 82.2 1200 0.038 185.9 2.3 NS H0: E*(Tsat) ¼ 1200
8 20.0 0.038 2.04 105.9 1300 0.038 185.5 3.1 NS H0: E*(Tsat) ¼ 1300
9 19.5 0.037 2.13 101.0 1400 0.037 184.8 4.5 <0.05 H0: E*(Tsat) ¼ 1400
First row, columns 1–5, identifies parameters of the model (see Table 1) and statistics:logebL is the negative log of the likelihood statistic (Eq. S17) (presented here
without the negative sign, for simplicity), whereas c2 ¼ 2logeðL^Þ, where L^ is the likelihood ratio statistic (Eq. S18), predicted to be distributed as a c2 random
variable with 1 degree of freedom (df) under the null hypothesis (H0) in the comment column. The bold entries indicate values at which parameters were held fixed
during simplex searches, defining the null hypotheses tested; all other entries in the columns identified by the parameters kR, kf, kb, kcat, and E*(Tsat) are MLEs
obtained in simplex searches; kcat/Km is a derived, not a primary, parameter. Parameter sets that yielded a value of logebL within 0.1 of the global minimum,
187 (i.e., within ~1 part in 2000 of the minimum) were taken to be fully equivalent global MLEs (e.g., sets 1 and 2). In primary screens of grids of several hundred
thousand parameter sets (Fig. S5) and in many hundreds of secondary screens with simplex searches, no parameter set was ever found that yieldedlogebL<187.
kR to find the best fit (Fig. 2): all the Tsat data for rods under-
expressing RGS9 (Fig. 2 A, 0.2X) lie systematically above
the theoretical predictions, whereas the data for wild-type
(WT) and overexpressors deviate systematically above and
below the theory predictions (Fig. 3 B). The qualitative
failure of the hypothesis seen in graphical display corre-
sponds well with quantitative analysis: the hypothesis kR ¼
12.5 s1 is strongly rejected (p < 0.0001; Fig. 4). More
generally, by performing MLE parameter searches with kR
fixed at various values, we were able to determine which
R* lifetimes are consistent with the Tsat data: values of kR
of <19 s1 are excluded (p < 0.05), so that the R* lifetime
tR (¼ 1/kR) is unlikely to exceed 53 ms (Fig. 4 A).
From a purely statistical perspective, however, no value of
kR greater than 20 s
1 can be excluded: many MLE param-
eter sets found with kR > 20 s
1 produce statistically equiv-
alent descriptions of the Tsat data. We identify several of
these statistically equivalent parameters with distinct sym-
bols in Fig. 4 (Table 1, sets 1–3). Such equivalence is not
surprising, because providing that tR is adequately shorter
than the lifetime of the Gta*-E* complex, the E*s will be
produced in effect impulsively, so that only their total
number, F nRE tR, and not the time course of their produc-
tion, will affect the late decay of PDE activity. However,
to fit the data with values of kR exceeding 20 s
1, the total
number of E*s active at the time Tsat, E*(Tsat), must decrease
systematically (Fig. 4 B). The most plausible, statistically
acceptable value of E*(Tsat) consistent with the constraints
of Eq. S9–Eq. S15 is 1081 (Fig. 4 B, solid square); values
<1000 are difficult to reconcile with these constraints (see
Biophysical constraints, below). Thus, the overall conclu-
sion is that tR for the mouse rod is most likely between 40
and 53 ms.
The MLEs of the other parameters obtained in the simplex
searches conducted with kR fixed are of interest, and in partic-
ular the values of kf, the bimolecular rate constant for forma-
tion of the RGS9-Gta*-E* complex (Fig. 4 C). For kRvalues fixed at 20–45 s1, the MLE for kf increases steadily,
but as kR is increased further, kf stabilizes at ~0.064 mm
2 s1.
The rise in kf (Fig. 4 C) and decline in E*(Tsat) (Fig. 4 B)
compensate for shorter R* lifetimes for kR < 45 s
1; above
this latter value, however, compensation for shorter R* life-
time is effected completely by the decline in E*(Tsat), as kf
(Fig. 4 C) and all other parameters become constant (results
not shown).
kcat/Km of the RGS9 reaction determines the
dominant recovery rate of the photoresponse
kf is constrained by kcat/Km
To determine the values of kf consistent with the Tsat data, we
used the simplex search process to find MLEs while holding
kf fixed at a series of values (Fig. 5). Values of kf <
~0.033 mm2 s1 are strongly rejected (p < 0.01; Fig. 5 A).
In contrast, values of kf > 0.038 mm
2 s1 cannot be excluded
statistically: the searches revealed a set of Michaelis module
parameters that produced statistically equivalent, optimal
descriptions of the Tsat data (Fig. 5 A, gray circles). Among
this set, kb seemed wholly unconstrained: holding kb ¼ 0 or
kb ¼ 100 s1, for example, yielded equally good fits,
providing that values of kcat and kf were allowed to compen-
sate. Analysis of these equivalent parameter sets suggested
that they obeyed a simple rule, kcat/Km z constant, where
Km ¼ (kbþkcat)/kf. Thus, when the c2 statistic of Fig. 5 A
is replotted as a function of the values of kcat/Km derived
from the MLEs of the parameters, the values collapse into
a tight cluster in a remarkably narrow range, 0.040
to 0.042 mm2 s1 (Fig. 5 B). This result led us to consider
the rule as a general hypothesis, viz., that any set of Michae-
lis-module parameters that will yield a good description of
the Tsat data will satisfy the relation kcat/Km z 0.041.
This hypothesis explains the inadequacy of values of
kf <0.033 mm
2 s1, since kcat/Km must always be %kf. We
further tested the hypothesis by conducting searches withBiophysical Journal 97(6) 1538–1547
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was supported: kcat/Km values >0.047 and <0.036 mm
2 s1
were reliably rejected, with a clear minimum at 0.041 (Fig. 5
B). Thus, for kcat/Km outside this narrow range, no parameter
A
B
FIGURE 3 Performance of the model with an 80-ms lifetime of R*
activity. (A) Predictions of the model with maximum likelihood parameter
estimates obtained from simplex searching with kR fixed at 12.5 s
1. (B)
Deviations of the Tsat data from the theoretical predictions; the error bars
(mean5 1 SE) are identical to those in A. Scaling is identical in all aspects
to that in Fig. 2, so that the deviations can be directly compared.Biophysical Journal 97(6) 1538–1547trade-offs could compensate so as to yield adequate RGS9
concentration dependence.
How kcat/Km governs the dominant recovery rate
The product of kcat/Km with the enzyme concentration—in
this case, RGS9 density—yields Vmax/Km, the rate constant
of depletion of the substrate Gta*-E* when the latter declines
below Km. Formally, if the catalysis of a substrate by an
enzyme obeys the quasi-steady-state assumption of
Michaelis-Menten kinetics, then the decline of substrate
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FIGURE 4 Maximum-likelihood analysis of the lifetime of R*. MLEs
were obtained with kR fixed at values specified by the abscissa (the three
panels share a common abscissa). (A) Under the null hypothesis that kR is
given by the abscissa value, 2  the negative log of the likelihood ratio
statistic, plotted on the ordinate, will be distributed as a c2 random variable
with 1 df (Eq. S18). The dashed lines represent three conventional significance
levels: taking p¼ 0.05 as the cutoff, the analysis rejects kR< 19 s1, i.e., tR>
53 ms. (B) MLEs of the model parameter E*(Tsat) with kR fixed. (C) MLEs of
the model parameter kf with kR fixed. The straight lines were fitted by eye. In
A–C, inverted triangles represent values obtained in searching with kR free to
vary, i.e., the global MLEs (Table 1, sets 1 and 2). The square represents the
values for parameter set 3 of Table 1, which satisfies additional biophysical
constraints (Eq. S11–Eq. 15. The smooth curves in each panel are regression
lines that help in identifying the values at which the results intersect the statis-
tical rejection criteria, i.e., p levels).
RGS9 in Rod Phototransduction 1543concentration at times t> t0, such that S(t0)Km is governed
by the rate equation
dS
dt
¼ Vmax S
Km
(1)
whose solution is an exponential decay:
SðtÞ ¼ Sðt0Þ exp½  ðVmax=KmÞt (2)
Identifying E*(t) as the substrate of the RGS9 reactions,
these ideas suggested that the exponential decay that under-
lies the Tsat data of all the RGS9 expressor lines of Fig. 3
might be governed by the rate constant, Vmax/Km, of the
RGS9 reaction. However, this suggestion appeared paradox-
ical, given the apparent complexity of the dependence of the
dominant recovery rate on the RGS9 density (rþ; cf. Eq. S7),
A
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FIGURE 5 Maximum-likelihood analysis of the bimolecular rate of
formation, kf, of the RGS9-Gta*-E* triple complex. (A) Under the null
hypothesis that kf is given by the abscissa value, 2 the negative log of
the likelihood ratio statistic, plotted on the ordinate, will be distributed as
a c2 random variable with 1 df (Eq. S18); the dashed lines demarcate
conventional statistical rejection levels. (B) The c2 values of A have been re-
plotted as a function of the composite rate parameter kcat/Km, derived from
the values of the MLE parameters kf, kb, and kcat associated with the data
points: note that the points plotted as gray circles in A collapse into a tight
cluster in B. The squares plot the results of parameter searches in which
the ratio kcat/Km was forced to adopt the abscissa values 0.045–0.06. The
smooth curves are cubic regressions whose purpose is to identify intersec-
tions with the rejection significance criteria. The inverted triangle identifies
values associated with the global MLE (Table 1, set 2).and, furthermore, the fact that in solving the rate equations
we imposed no steady-state condition. The resolution of
this paradox is provided by a straightforward (though
tedious) MacLaurin expansion of rþ as a function of RGS9
density, Rgs9. Thus, correct to the second order, Eq. S7
may be approximated by
rþ ¼ kcat
Km
Rgs9 þ 2kcatkb
kfK3m
Rgs92
¼ Vmax
Km
þ 2kcatkb
kb þ kcat

Rgs9
Km
2
; (3)
where the first term of the second line of Eq. 3 follows from the
definition of Vmax. The result embodied in Eq. 3 facilitates an
understanding of the dependence of the dominant recovery
rate constant on the expression level of RGS9, as illustrated
in Fig. 6. Here, we plot, as a function of RGS9 expression,
kobs ¼ 1/tD, the observed rate-limiting rates of rod response
recovery, as measured by Krispel et al. (1), along with three
theoretical curves. The thick blue curve plots the full formula
for the dominant rate constant, rþ (Eq. S7), whereas the
dashed and gray curves represent, respectively, the first-order
(Vmax/Km) and second-order (Eq. 3) approximations of rþ
evaluated with the global MLE parameter values (Table 1,
set 1). We conclude from this analysis that most of the depen-
dence of kobs on RGS9 expression level can be explained by a
linear dependence on the enzyme density, i.e., kobs ~ kcatRgs9/
Km ¼ Vmax/Km, whereas the deviation from Vmax/Km for the
highest expression level results from sublinear dependence
of the rate rþ on Rgs9, as expressed in the opposite-signed,
quadratic term of Eq. 3, examined next.
Saturation of the dominant recovery rate at high
levels of RGS9
Krispel et al. (1) found an apparent 80-ms minimum for tD
for rods with high RGS9 expression; this minimum corre-
sponds in Fig. 6 A to the highest observed rate, kobs ¼
12.5 s1 (red circle). As an alternative to the hypothesis
that kobs ¼ kR under such conditions, they proposed ‘‘that
GTP hydrolysis is sped maximally,’’ viz., that the saturated
rate of GTP hydrolysis (kcat) dominates the recovery kinetics.
We tested this hypothesis by searching for MLEs subject to
the restriction kcat ¼ 12.5 s1: the hypothesis is rejected with
p < 0.0001 (Table 1, set 5). Likewise, the hypothesis kcat ¼
25 s1 is strongly rejected (p< 0.01, Table 1, set 6). Further,
such analysis leads to the conclusion that for the model to
describe the Tsat data, not only must the parameters of the
Michaelis module satisfy kcat/Km z 0.04, but also kcat
must be at least 35 s1. This value is similar to that measured
in vitro (30–50 s1 (19,20). It is notable that a kcat value of at
least 35 s1 is equivalent to having Km at least 850 mm
2,
given the restriction that kcat/Km z 0.04 mm
2 s1. We thus
conclude that the Krispel et al.’s (1) characterization of the
highest observed recovery rate as ‘‘saturating’’ is incorrect.Biophysical Journal 97(6) 1538–1547
1544 Burns and PughRather, we think that their results are better accounted for by
the deceleration of the dominant rate due to its sublinear
dependence on Rgs9 (Eq. 3), combined with allowance for
potential error in the Western blot analysis of RGS9 levels
(Fig. 6 A, horizontal error bars).
At what RGS9 level would the GTP hydrolysis rate con-
stant kcat become rate-limiting for photoresponse recovery?
To address this question, in Fig. 6 B, we plot the three
MLE rate constants that govern E*(t), i.e., kR, rþ, and
A
B
FIGURE 6 Dependence of the rate-limiting rate of deactivation of photo-
transduction on RGS9 and predictions of the model. (A) Circles represent
empirical rates (kobs ¼ 1/tD) measured by Krispel et al. (1) from rods
expressing various levels of RGS9; colored circles are used for the data of
the four lines of mice analyzed here, and employ the same color scheme
as in Figs. 3 and 4. Horizontal and vertical error bars are 95% confidence
intervals. The error terms were derived from an error propagation analysis;
the mean value of kobs for the 4 data is 13.2 s1, slightly higher than the
reciprocal, 12.5 s1, of the mean value of tD. The squares plot the predic-
tions of the model with the global MLE parameters (Table 1, set 1) for
the four major expression lines: these points are plotted at the abscissa values
estimated initially in the overall parameter estimation process, when the
model was applied with the RGS9 levels as free parameters but constrained
to lie within the 95% confidence intervals (Methods), and at the ordinate
values obtained by analysis of the slope of the ‘‘Pepperberg plots’’ of the
E*(t) curves generated by the model with MLE parameters (Fig. S2). The
smooth curves represent three predicted versions of the rate-limiting
recovery rate: 1), the full model (black curve), corresponding over this range
of Rgs9 to rþ (blue curve); 2), Vmax/Km, the first-order approximation of
rþ (dashed curve); and 3), the second-order approximation of rþ (gray
curve). (B) Plot of the rate-limiting rate (black curve) and of rþ (blue
curve) over a sevenfold greater range of RGS9 densities than in A, along
with the rate r (upper black curve) and two potential rate-limiting cases,
the MLE values of kR (dashed red line) and kh (dashed black line). kcat is
predicted to become dominant for Rgs9 > 1200 mm2; rþ asymptotes to
kcat as expected from enzyme theory, but much more slowly than if the rela-
tion were governed by a hyperbolic saturation relation.
Biophysical Journal 97(6) 1538–1547r (Eq. S7 and Eq. S8), over a wider range of RGS9 levels
than used in Fig. 6 A, along with the MLE value of kcat for
comparison. At each RGS9 level specified by the abscissa,
the theoretically predicted dominant recovery rate is the
rate constant of the three that has the smallest value. From
this graphical analysis, it can be seen that kR would become
rate-limiting for recovery when RGS9 density exceeds
1100 mm2. At RGS9 levels >3000 mm2, the composite
Michaelis module rate constant rþ does indeed saturate
at kcat, but kcat would not rate-limit recovery unless kR
exceeded kcat.
Why the model fails with an 80-ms lifetime of R*
Why does the model with an R* lifetime >~50 ms fail to
account for the Tsat data? Insight into this problem can be
obtained from inspection of Fig. 7, where the dependence
of kobs on Rgs9 is shown, as in Fig. 6, but with theoretical
rates generated by the model with MLE parameters obtained
when kR was constrained to be 12.5 s
1 (as in Fig. 4). Subject
to this constraint, the simplex searching found values of the
Michaelis module parameters that give a value of kcat/Km ¼
0.040 mm2 s1, equivalent to that yielded by the global
MLEs (Table 1, rows 1, 2, and 4). However, it is predicted
that kR will become dominant only as Rgs9 increases to
>400 mm2, and in the transitional range of Rgs9 between
A
B
FIGURE 7 Theoretical basis for the failure of the model with tR ¼ 80 ms
to explain the observed dependence of the rate-limiting rate on RGS9
expression level. (A) The results in Fig. 6 have been replotted with theoret-
ical curves generated by the model with the MLEs obtained in simplex
searching with kR ¼ 12.5 s1 (Table 1, set 4). (B) The theory traces in A
are plotted over an ~3-fold greater range of RGS9 densities, along with
dashed lines representing kR and kcat.
RGS9 in Rod Phototransduction 1545dominance by Vmax/Km and dominance by kR, the predicted
rate-limiting recovery rates are reliably lower than kobs.
Thus, the failure of the model with an R* lifetime of 80 ms
arises from its inability to simultaneously satisfy the essen-
tially linear RGS9 dependence of kobs on Rgs9 for expression
levels up to twofold above WT and rate saturation at kR: the
predicted transition between linear dependence on Rgs9 and
saturation at kR is too gradual to account for the data.
Biophysical constraints on the value of E*(Tsat)
In describing the Tsat data, the lifetime of R* used in the
model can be almost arbitrarily short (kR arbitrarily large),
provided E*(Tsat) is sufficiently small to compensate
(Fig. 4). A similar compensatory tradeoff arose between kf
and E*(Tsat) (Fig. 5). These ambiguities could be removed
or lessened if a lower limit for E*(Tsat) could be deduced
from considerations other than the statistical analysis of the
Tsat data. We explored this possibility by evaluating the
defining relation for E*(Tsat) (Eq. S11), as constrained by
Eq. S12–Eq. S15, with published or derivable estimates of
the parameters involved.
No plausible values for the parameters of Eq. S11–Eq. S15
that predicted E*(Tsat) to be much less than ~1200 could be
found. Table S2 provides a set of values of the parameters
that are mutually consistent and that yield E*(Tsat) ¼ 1181.
Several of these values were obtained from the large rod
outer segments of amphibia at room temperature; we have
thus made educated guesses based on the literature to accom-
modate the temperature, volume, or other known species
differences, as indicated. To determine whether the discrep-
ancy between E*(Tsat) ¼ 1200 and the global MLE values,
E*(Tsat) ¼ 629–770 (Table 1, sets 1 and 2), is material, we
performed simplex searches with the model subject to the
restrictions E*(Tsat) ¼ 1200, 1300, and 1400: although the
first two values cannot be rejected, the value 1400 was
rejected (p < 0.05; Table 1, sets 7–9), and larger values of
E*(Tsat) were rejected at still more stringent significance
levels. In summary, the application of the model to the Tsat
data restricts E*(Tsat) to be <1300, whereas the independent
biophysical constraints embodied in Eq. S11–Eq. S15
require it to be >~1200.
Although the range of acceptable values ofE*(Tsat) appears
tightly constrained, it must be reiterated that, for any specific
set of parameter values and flash intensity, E*(Tsat) varies in
direct proportion to nRE, the rate of production of active
PDE units per R* (Supporting Material). In all the simplex
searches, nRE for mouse rods was set to 375 s
1, based on
a reasonable extrapolation from in vitro amphibian data
(17). However, if a higher value for nRE had been adopted,
the estimates ofE*(Tsat) with the model would have increased
proportionately. The difficulty in finding parameters for
Eq. S11–Eq. S15 that are consistent with E*(Tsat) values
<1200 suggests that in intact mammalian rods, nRE may
indeed be >375 s1. Heck and Hofmann (21), in a thorough-going analysis of a light-scattering signal attributable to Gt
activation, conclude that in the living mammalian rod the
rate of activation of Gt per R* would be 700 s
1. Adopting
this latter rate and assuming a high coupling efficiency
between Gta* and PDE, so that nRE is close to 700 s
1, would
resolve many of the difficulties in finding a set of parameters
consistent with Eq. S11.
DISCUSSION
The dominant photoresponse recovery rate
corresponds to Vmax/Km of the RGS9 reaction
Our analysis has revealed the mechanistic basis of the expo-
nential decay that gives rise to the dominant recovery time
constant, tD, of the rod flash response. Once R* activity
has decayed and is no longer producing Gta-GTP, the
substrate Gta*-E* (Gta-GTP-E*) for the RGS9 reaction
decays with ‘‘tail phase’’ enzyme kinetics, i.e., with the rate
constant kobs ¼ 1/tDz (kcatRgs9)/Km ¼ Vmax/Km (Eqs. 1–3
and Fig. 6 A).
The analysis also reveals that the value of tD (80 ms) for
rods of the line with the highest level of RGS9 expression (1)
is not set by the RGS9 turnover number, kcat (Fig. 2): the
hypothesis kcat ¼ 12.5 s1 is very strongly rejected (Table 1).
However, the analysis supports the conclusions that the
value of tD of 80 ms is determined by the RGS9 reaction
(Fig. 6 A), and that still higher levels of RGS9 expression
could yield still faster photoresponse kinetics (Fig. 6 B),
providing the lifetime of R* is appropriately brief. This latter
conclusion has important implications for the temporal regu-
lation of other G-protein signaling systems. In particular,
RGS9 is known to be essential for normal deactivation of
cone photoreceptor signaling (22), and cones express up to
10-fold higher levels of RGS9 than rods (23,24). If kcat of
the RGS9 reaction in cones exceeds 50 s1 as our analysis
reveals it does in rods (Table 1), and if the Km is comparable
in the two types of photoreceptors, the higher expression in
cones should give rise to a faster deactivation of Gta-GTP-
E* and a smaller dominant recovery time constant. Nonethe-
less, whether the faster deactivation of cones is rate-limited
by kcat or kR (cf. Fig. 6 B) remains an open question.
The lifetime of R* in the mouse rod at 37C
is <60 ms
Our results strongly reject the hypothesis that the lifetime tR
of R* activity is >53 ms (Figs. 3 and 4). This conclusion is
explicitly valid only for the intensities of the Tsat data
(Fig. 2), which range from ~200 to 2000 photoisomeriza-
tions/rod. Above this intensity range the dominant recovery
time constant of mouse rods slows (25,1), likely due to the
formation of Gta* in excess of PDEg (18). For lower light
intensities, including those that produce single isomeriza-
tions, it is reasonable to infer that the R* lifetime is also
<60 ms, since predictions of E*(t) with the model areBiophysical Journal 97(6) 1538–1547
1546 Burns and Pughlinearly dependent on flash strength, and this linearity under-
lies the Tsat predictions (Fig. 2). The biophysical basis of the
linearity is that the reactions involved take place in or at the
rod disc membrane, and the intensities involved produce no
more than ~1 isomerization/disc face. Presumably common
kinetic processes on each disc face produce on average iden-
tical pulses of PDE activity, E*(t), in response to a single
photoisomerization on that disc face.
An exception to strict linearity of E*(t) for this range of
flash strengths might occur if the decline in calcium that
accompanies the light response could alter the lifetime of
R* dynamically, that is, shorten the lifetime during the light
response. Such dynamic feedback could shorten the R* life-
time in response to strong flashes, which cause larger and
more rapid changes in intracellular free calcium, relative to
the lifetime governing the response to dim flashes, which
cause smaller changes in calcium. However, evidence from
WT and RGS9-overexpressing rods argues that any such
dynamic effect on the R* lifetime is negligible. In the rods
whose responses are considered here, the tail phase of the
single photon response decays exponentially, and there is
remarkable agreement between the tail-phase time constant
(trec) for dim-flash responses and the dominant recovery
time constant (tD) extracted from the analysis of saturating
flashes (1). Since trec and tD are 80 ms for the ‘‘4X’’ over-
expressor, it follows that under the conditions of the
single-photon response, tR is no greater than 80 ms, and
thus it seems unlikely that R* lifetime is substantially longer
for dim flashes than for saturating ones.
The normal deactivation of R* at all flash strengths is
biochemically complex, requiring both phosphorylation of
C-terminal residues by GRK1 (26,27) and subsequent
arrestin binding (28). Although a biochemically explicit
and testable representation of rapid R* deactivation may
emerge, its approximation in this investigation as an expo-
nential decay is inconsequential for analysis of the kinetics
of RGS9-catalyzed GTP hydrolysis. Specifically, the finding
that all values of tR < ~50 ms are consistent with the Tsat
data (Fig. 4 A) reveals that it is the brevity of the R* lifetime
relative to that of the Gta*-E* complex, not the kinetic form,
that is critical to the conclusions.
A consequence of the ~7-fold ratio of tE to tR (Table 1,
sets 1 and 2) in WT rods is that the E*s produced during
the brief lifetime of R* can be integrated in the response:
nearly all the E*s produced are for a time simultaneously
active, so that their signal is maximally efficient. A similar
efficiency apparently applies to the rods of cold-blooded
vertebrates whose phototransduction is ~10-fold slower. The
dominant recovery time constant, tD, of amphibian rods has
consistently been determined to be 2–2.5 s, and a second,
‘‘nondominant’’ constant of ~0.5 s for the disc-associated
reactions has also been uncovered (10,11,29,30). Interpret-
ing tD as RGS9-catalyzed Gta*-E* decay (tE), and the
nondominant time constant as R* deactivation (tR) yields
a signaling efficiency similar to that of mammalian rods.Biophysical Journal 97(6) 1538–1547The high ratio of tE to tR in vertebrate rods ensures that
nearly all E*s produced during the lifetime of R* are simul-
taneously active for at least a brief period, whereas if the E*
lifetime were shorter or the R* lifetime longer, there would
be a net loss of signal.
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